
Securus offers online safeguarding
protection that monitors ALL

network/Wi-Fi connected devices
along with screenshots to provide

you with visual evidence of
captured activity

For more information about our online safeguarding solution:

Tel: +44 (0)330 124 1750    Email: enquiries@securus-software.com    Web: www.securus-software.com

We are delighted to introduce you to our suite of online safety monitoring software solutions,  
to ensure that pupils are at the centre of all safeguarding and wellbeing policies put in place by schools.

Securus products have been specifically developed to make the task of online safety  monitoring easier and more
accurate than ever before. All our products feature the easy-to-use and highly intuitive cloud console that will help
your establishment ensure that potential instances of risk or problematic online activity are identified rapidly so that
you can respond, safeguard and educate accordingly.

Securus ensures compliance with the statutory guidance on safeguarding children as laid out by the Department 
for Education’s ‘Keeping Children Safe in Education’ and the Home Office’s ‘Prevent Duty’.  This is also a key area of 
focus for the inspections carried out by both Ofsted and the Independent Schools Inspectorate (ISI).

Our agent based solution incorporates the

highest level of monitoring functionality;

For Windows & Chrome PC's, Laptops

and Tablets

Keyboard and application monitoring in

real time

Online and offline monitoring

Keyword highlighting and confidence

checking technology

Our network based solution provides

multi-platform safeguarding coverage;

Covers ALL devices connected by Wi-Fi

Support for Mac, iPad's & Android

devices

Support for BYOD schemes

Uniquely generates a visual capture at

network level

Combining both Securus XT and Securus NET will provide you with coverage for ALL devices, offering the same high
level of user experience.   Ideally suited to any mixed device or multi-site environments this combined solution, known
as Securus 360, ensures that all activity on your network regardless of device or type of connection is monitored.

Keeping children safe online

Securus Features List

Monitoring is a statutory requirement as part of KCSiE and the Prevent duty.

Supports you to fulfil your duty of care to protect young people from online risks such as grooming,

radicalisation and cyberbullying.

Alerts you to inadvertent exposure to inappropriate content.

Identifies potential high-risk behaviour such as self-harm or suicide, enabling early intervention.

Helps educate young people on the safe use of the Internet.

Why do schools need to monitor?

Monitors ALL network / Wi-Fi attached devices

Intuitive & easy-to-use cloud console

Employs false positive reduction technology

Screenshots with full user information

Captures with pre-assigned severity rating

Highlights multiple keyword/phrase captures

Email Alert functionality

Securus Full Monitoring Service 

FMS provides schools with a full service that ensures your school's network is monitored by a team of

safeguarding experts on your behalf. Schools are immediately alerted to any potential safeguarding

violations that are captured and also have access to the secure cloud console to view and action these

alerts in real time. In addition, our FMS team are on hand to offer support and advice to help you to

resolve issues using best practice.
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Monitors typed & non-typed content

Monitors both on & offline

Multiple screen support

Whitelisting

Comprehensive reporting functionality

Comprehensive proprietary library containing 

keywords/phrases categorised against themes

Mr Simon Hollingsworth, Business & Innovation Manager

St John's Church School, Peterborough

Securus dovetails seamlessly with modern
technology like Google Chromebooks and iPADs

providing cutting edge monitoring of pupils
activity, whilst on the network.. The product simply
sells itself, it is literally a no brainer. What I can add

is this, Securus also delivers, supports and
continues to evolve its incredible innovation. I

genuinely cannot ever see us not using this
invaluable resource.


